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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Jorge Luis Tovar Díaz has contributed to the dictionary with 7885 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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lavado de activos
Referred to as money laundering to the process by which a person or an organization seeks to give appearance of
legality to the resources generated from an illegal activity.

lavatorio de los pies
In the Catholic religion, the washing of the feet is a liturgical ceremony in which a priest, a Bishop, or even the same
Pope, lava of twelve poor faithful feet on Holy Thursday. This liturgical ceremony is celebrated in memory of the lesson
in humility that Jesus gave when he washed the feet of his twelve apostles a day before crucifixion.

lavoe
Héctor Lavoe, is the pseudonym with which was known the popular singer of "salsa" Héctor Juan Pérez Martínez, who
was part of the Willie Colón orchestra back in the decade of the 70s. 

laxante
Laxative: m.  A drug that acts as a purgative for smooth action.

làtigo de fuego
Whip of fire: could be a fiery whip used to give spanking during a sexual relationship in which one of the two members of
the couple, the man or the woman, or both are masochists.

láser
Laser, is the Castilian form of the English acronym "light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation".  A laser is an
electronic device that produces and amplifies light in a way that is almost impossible to obtain by any other means, and
that is used in different areas such as medicine and industry.

lázaro
Lazarus: Biblical character very famous because according to the Gospel of John, it was revived by Jesus. It was also
known as Lázaro de Betania by being born in this town.

lázaro de betania
Lázaro de Betania: Biblical character very famous because according to the Gospel of John it was revived by Jesus.

lebrón
The Lebron Brothers is a musical group created in New York but of Puerto Rican origin, and performing "salsa". 

leche cortada
It happens when the milk separates the buttery or solid part of the serous and becomes yogurt, whey, or cheese. Such a
transformation is caused by the action of enzymes or yeast. Synonym: Milk fermented.

lector sim
The SIM reader is a small device that is able to identify and read a SIM card.  On smartphones, the SIM reader is
located next to the slot or SIM compartment.



leerle a alguien la cartilla
Read the primer to someone is upbraid him, rebuke him.

legra
Curette: f. (Med.  )  Instrument used by a doctor to scrape or clean surfaces or cavities. And in particular, the curette is
used by gynecologists or gynaecologists to perform curettage.

legrado
C: m.   ( med ). A procedure that performs a gynaecologist or gynecologist using a curette to remove tissue or debris in
the uterine cavity. They can be organic waste product of a miscarriage, or endometrial tissue.

lejitos
Afar: Diminutive from afar.

lejísimos
Very far: Superlative from afar. Far away.

lengua
1-language: f. Bun which has like this human muscular body shape. 2 tongue in sauce: prepared and cooked with a
special sauce, beef tongue.

lengua en salsa
Prepared and cooked with a special sauce, beef tongue.

lenguaje corporal
Body language is called all those movements carried out by a person with your body and which are intended to
communicate feelings, emotions, moods, among other things.

lengualarga
Person who speaks a lot, saying all it, that does not save a secret.

lentamente
Slowly ( adv .  ) Slowly, slowly. 

lenticela
Lenticel: f. (Bot.  )  Small lump appearing of stretch on stretch on the Cork tissue of a plant, which serves for the
oreamiento of the underlying tissues.

leo
Leo : 1- Masculine proper name of Spanish origin.    2- Affectionate way of calling or referring to Leonardo.    3-
Affectionate way of calling or referring to Leopold.    4- It is a brand of pants and nightgowns. 

lesión benigna



In medicine, a benign lesion is usually a tumor that is not harmful or malignant, removed a small sample and examine it
in the laboratory, presenting the diagnosis of: " negative for malignancy ". The tumor, therefore, does not represent any
risk to health or the integrity of the person, shall however be removed or respectively cauterized by a surgeon.

lestrobiosis
Lestrobiosis: f. zool.  Colonies of small ants that invade the nests of other larger species, stealing their food and
devouring their larvae.

letra muerta
Is said to be a provision, act or regulation " 34 dead letter; when what is explicit in it being ignored or not reflected in
actions specific.

levanta cola
A jean " push up " It is a jean designed and manufactured to highlight and lifting the tail or butt of the woman.

levantar el codo
Drinks, libar liquor drinks.

levantarse a alguien
This expression, in the colloquial language means: conquer and get someone's love.

levantarse algo
Said of a man, conquer or " square " with a lady.

ley de bunsen
Bunsen's law: f. (FIS )  Law governing the exit of a gas through a hole. His statement is: "Equality of pressure difference,
the speed of a gas is inversely proportional to the square root of the density of the same ".

ley de dalton
Dalton's law: the total pressure exerted by a mixture of gases is the sum of the pressures that each gas would exert if
occupy, he alone, the volume of the mixture.

ley de fick
Fick law is a law of the quantitative form of the differential equation that describes several cases of dissemination of
matter or energy in an environment in which there is no chemical or thermal balance. It gets its name from the doctor
and German physiologist Adolf Fick, who released it in 1855.

ley seca
Law or provision prohibiting the consumption, transport and marketing of alcoholic beverages.

libido
Libido: f. psychological term used by Freud and Jung to designate the sexual factor, understood as a determinant of all
human life.



libra esterlina
Pound sterling is the monetary unit of the United Kingdom. 

libro rojo
"Red Book", is the name given to a handwritten book that was used to keep the record of children given up for adoption
by the ICBF in Armero (Tolima) in Colombia, on the occasion of the tragedy resulting from the eruption of the Nevado
del Ruiz volcano, on Wednesday, November 13, 1985.  This book remains at the headquarters of the ICBF in the city of
Ibagué (Tolima). 

licion
licion is incorrectly written, and should be written as "lotion" being its meaning:<br>Lotion: f. 1 - product for skin or hair
care.  2. soft perfume.

lidereza
Leader: ( feminine adjective ) Women who will be in charge of a project or an objective or a cause that leads. This word
is a neologism in the Spanish language, however its use is becoming very common.

lidia inés
Lidia Ines, is a female name. It may be of South American origin, as it is in this part of the world where most usually put
two names to people. Examples: Lidia Inés, Jorge Luis, Diego Armando, Inés Maria, Carlos Andres, Hugo Rafael, etc.

life&#39;s good
It is a phrase that translated into the Spanish means: life is good.

liga de la maldad
It was an organization outside of the law also known as the legion of evil, which did part the Joker and the Riddler,
among others, operating in an imaginary city called Gotham City, and was fought by the superheroes Batman and
Robin.

ligera de ropas
Light clothes: in lingerie, topless.

liguero
Garter belts: m. sensual inner garment feminine, belt with several leagues with fastening means.

lili
Lili: It is affectionate call or refer to Lilibeth.

lima
Lima is a surname of Portuguese origin. 

limar asperezas
Resolve amicably a disagreement or misunderstanding. Reconcile, to reach a friendly agreement, two or more people.



limber
Limber in a dog name.

limitar terreno
limited land is incorrectly written and it should be written as "delimit land" being its meaning:<br>Set limits or boundaries
between land or territories.

limite departa mental
Departmental limit: In Colombia, border from a Department to another. For example: the boundary between the
departments of Atlántico and Bolívar.

limonada de coco
Coconut lemonade: f. lemonade prepared with coconut water.

limonada frappé
Lemonade prepared directly in a glass filled with crushed ice, which can be added a small amount of orange or
tangerine juice.

limpia
In Colombia, in colloquial language, a clean is a muenda, an fuetera, a tunda. 

limpiador
Cleaner : ( adj .  ) 1- Product or instrument used to clean.    2- Person who is dedicated to cleaning.  Synonym : Cleaner
( a ) .   3- In computing, a cleaner is an application that serves to delete files, records and some type of unnecessary
information that is left on the hard drive and cache of the computer, or in the internal and SD memories of the
smartphone. 

limpiahogar
Chemical more or memos liquid or powder, usually with fragrance sometimes pleasant, used to clean floors, walls,
bathrooms, kitchens, etc.

limpieza facial profunda
It consists of a deep cleaning of the skin of the face which is the extraction of blackheads, whiteheads, comedones and
pustules; applies a decongestant mask, and also carried out topicaciones with acids and feeds and moisturizes the skin
by means of a massage with creams and emulsions suitable for each case.

limpión
Lemon.    1- Employee who is in charge of cleaning something.    2- Piece of cloth or any other material used to clean or
shake any structure or surface. 

linda
Beautiful, it is a female name of Colombian origin. The majority of women with that name are nice.

lindis



Lindis or Lindys: name own femenimo which could have derived from the name Linda. Its origin may be in Colombia.

lindo
Cute: Last name of Hispanic origin. Example: Dr. Angel Luis cute Torres, specialist in Pediatrics.

lindura
Cutie.    1- Quality of cute .   2- Beauty, beauty.    3- Person or cute thing. 

lindys
Lindys or Lindis: female name which could be derived from the feminine proper name Linda.

linfoma
A lymphoma is a malignant tumor that appears in the lymph node.

lipectomía
Lipectomy: ( f.  ) Cosmetic surgery that aims to remove and remove excess skin and fat from the abdomen, thighs, arms
or back.

lipo
Lipo: f. abbreviation with which some gomelos and gomelas call liposuction: "Lucia became the lipo ".

lipoescultura
Liposculpture: f. liposuction.

lipoescultuta
lipoescultuta is incorrectly written, and should be written as "liposculpture" being its meaning:<br>Liposculpture: f.
liposuction.

lipoides
Lipoid: Pl.   (Quim.  ) Group of chemically heterogeneous organic substances, but all of them with physical properties
similar to the fats: look greasy, not water-soluble, but soluble in ether, chloroform, and benzene, etc.

liposucción
Liposuction: f. esthetic operation which consists in removing fat from some parts of the body by inserting thick needles
under the skin. Many actresses and singers are subjected to this procedure although it can be dangerous.

lipotransferencia
The lipotransference is a medical procedure that can be aesthetic or reconstructive, which consists in extracting fat from
some part of the body by means of a laser liposuction to place it in another area that needs the correction of an
imperfection, or to give more Volume in a specific one that the patient wants,

lis
LIS: It is affectionate call or refer to Lisney.



lis
LIS: Name own femeninino; is it could have derived from the feminine proper name Lisney.

lis
LIS: f. 1 - schematic drawing whose shape reminds the lily and used in heraldry. 2. (Bot.  ) Lily.

lisonjero
Smarmy, ra: person who flatter and flatter.  2. Man who flatters and praises a woman with compliments.

lista negra
1- List or series of people who have been excluded from a group, an association, etc.  , considering them undesirable or
unpleasant persons.   2- It is a database where all those IPs and email addresses that are considered illegitimate or that
have been reported for irregular activities are stored.  3- In some mobile phones the blacklist is a submenu of the
application "contacts", and in this list you can store those phone numbers that are commonly used to send unwanted
advertising. 

listo
Ready and ready: ( adjs.  ) Person who understand and assimilate the things quickly and reliably.

listo
Ready and ready: ( adjs.  ) Cunning, shrewd.

listo
Ready and ready: ready, willing.

listo
Ready and ready: ( adjs.  ) Cunning, shrewd.

listo medellín!
Ready Medellin!, is an expression which means in Colombia: done, done, finished.  This expression had its origin in the
old offices of the company national of telecommunications ( TELECOM ) when still not is had implemented the telephony
cell or the Internet, and the people flocked to this company in them different cities to perform calls of long distance
national; I had to do a long line and when the call was to a phone from the city of Medellin, the operator, once achieved
the communication was shouting you the user: " Ready Medellin, cabin eight "   ( or cabin three, or two cabin, according
to the case ) then the user entered the cab indicated by the official.

listo y arreglado
He is said that thenticity is the limit or highest point of a process. For example, if you have been drinking liquor in
damasia and intoxicated to such point of falling asleep, said that it is " ready and arranged ".

litergol
Litergol: Composed of a solid ergol propellant and other liquid.

litio



Lithium is an alkaline chemical element, rapidly oxidizing in air or water.  Its symbol is Li. 

litrón
One litron is a bottle of drink soda containing liter and half or two litres or more.

little black dress
It is a phrase that translated into the Spanish means: little black dress.

live
Live , is an English word that translates into Spanish : live . 

liz
Liz: ( also written by Lyz, Lys or Lis ) It is a female name of Latin origin. She is methodical, loving, friendly and
sometimes impulsive.

lizarazu
Lizarazu is a surname of French origin.  In Spanish it is equivalent to Lizarazo. 

líder afro
An Afro leader is a leader or spokesman of the Afro-descendant community. 

línea amiga
The amiga line is a telephone line, usually from a State entity, through which trained people provide support, advice and
guidance to another person or other persons requiring this type of support at any given time.

línea blanca
The white line, also called lime stripe, is the line that demarcates the different areas of the pitch on a football field.  The
substance with which such demarcation is made is precisely lime hence its name of "lime stripe". 

línea caliente
A hot line is a telephone line of erotic character.

lío de faldas
A mess of skirts is a problem or entred arising from a loving or sexual relationship that a man has with a woman,
especially when it is a clandestine relationship or because that man or woman already has a stable relationship with
another person.

lío pasional
A passionate mess is a mess or tangle arising from problems of loving type. For example: disappointments, infidelity,
heartbreaks, loving scorn

lípidos
Lipids: m.   ( pl.  ) Quim.  Group of organic substances that includes fats and other compounds of similar characteristics.



They are not soluble in water but in chloroform, benzene and other organic solvents. Lipids are divided into fats and
waxes. The first are esters of glycerol and fatty acids above. Waxes are esters of higher fatty acids and higher alcohols.
Apart from these, there are some complex bodies: compound lipids, which are called lipoid.

llamada en espera
Call waiting is a function of digital telephony, which allows a user to receive a notification of a new incoming call while
you are holding a telephone conversation.  At the same time, the calling party does not receive a busy signal, but the
normal dial tone.

llamada millonaria
Referred to as " called millionaire " to a criminal modalilidad in which a criminal called via telephone to a House and says
that the owner or head of household is a judicial problem, that is stopped and therefore need money urgently to get out.
If the maid of the head of the household or the family believe the " tale " delivered the criminal money asking this, and
bye light...

llamada perdida
Referred to as call lost the call in which the caller dial from your cell phone to another cell phone number but
disconnected or end the call until the receiver can answer. Missed calls are often used to notify the presence of the
caller or well so receiver call back. This is possible because the number of the caller appears on the display and the list
of missed calls from the receiving handset.

llamada por cobrar
Until a few years ago, a call receivable was that phone call in which the payer was the subscriber who received the call. 
With the evolution of technology and the emergence and rise of the Internet, digital media, cellular telephony, etc.  , the
receivables call has been displaced. 

llamada, llamamiento
Call, call and call are synonymous. It is the action of calling.

llamado sexual
In nature, is called or sound emitted by some male animals to attract the female of his species. This call or sound, which
is undetectable by the human ear, is issued even by some females to attract the male, when they begin to experience
the heat period.

llamar a puyengue
It is an expression used in some areas of Colombia, means: drawing attention to someone, upbraid him to stop it from
doing something that is wrong.

llantera
Llantero, ra: person who works in a llantería and that is dedicated especially to repair punctures of tires and wheels.

llantero
1.-Llantero, ra: person who works in a llantería and that is dedicated especially to repair punctures of tires and wheels.

llave de judo



A judo 40 key; key yudo ) It is a movement performed by a fighter of this sport to immobilize his opponent.

llave upac
Upac Key, was the name of the debit card of the Grancolombiana Corporation of Savings and Housing (Grana save).

llavería
In the popular jargon, a " llavería " He is a good friend, friend of the soul, a partner, a friend of partying, etc.

llegar a la cima
Get to the top is to reach atop the Summit.  This expression is often used in mode metaphorical to refer to situations in
which a person reaches its ultimate goal, at work or in their studies, for example.

llegar modesto
Modesto is a male name. In Colombia, it is a popular saying tell: " became Modesto and eventually this ". It refers to
someone arrived at the wrong time and that someone will change the entire order of things or going to alter.

lleva y trae
An and takes is a person who comes and goes with gossip.

llevar a alguien de cabestro
take someone Halter is incorrectly written and it should be written as "take someone of cabresto." being its
meaning:<br>Wear it with ties, take it by force, against their will. As a mule who hurries.

llevar a cabo
Make, perform or undertake something.

llevar del bulto
Suffer the consequences of a negative fact.

llevar la voz cantante
The spokesman, be the leader.

llorar a moco tendido
Weeping abundantly and disconsolately (Colloquial ).

llorente
Crying, is a surname of Spanish origin. 

llorona
LLorona: f. in some areas of the Colombian coast, is a request by way of appeal making the buyer to the seller to make
you a discount on the price of the item that is about to buy: "This shirt cost thirty thousand dollars, but I put moaning to
the owner of the store and left me in twenty thousand ".



llover a cántaros
Rain prolonged and intense.

llover sobre mojado
Return to address and discuss a matter already solved and resolved.

lluvia blanca
Referred to as " 34 white rain; to the ejaculation of the male during fellatio, especially when the man ejaculates on the
face, breasts, abdomen or buttocks of his sexual partner.

lluvia de sobres
A practice that has become fashionable, in which the hosts of parties and celebrations ask guests carrying an envelope,
within which he must deposit a certain amount of money instead of gifts. This modality was originally created for those
marriages where the bride and groom, after getting married were going to file outside your city or country, which made
sense because a fret of gifts would be very cumbersome, therefore on invitation cards stood watching " envelopes 34
rain;.

lluvia negra
It was known at the time as black rain to the series of precipitations that occurred in Nagasaki and Iroshima after the
explosion of the atomic bomb in 1945. 

lmao
LMA0 is the acronym of the English expression "laughing my ass off" that translated into the Spanish means: "laughing
my c.  .  . "

lo máximo
It applies to something spectacular, fantastic, very nice, pleasant.

lobby
Lobby: English term is very used in Spanish. Means: waiting, 1 - room Hall. 2 lobby.

locario
Locario, ria: ( colloquial )  Who acts crazy and messy, " 34 crazy; in quotation marks.

locha
Locha: f. in Venezuela was used in colloquial way this word to name the currency of twelve cents, i.e. an locha
amounted to 12 cents from Bolivar.

locker
Locker to locker or compartment in the dressing rooms of factories, gymnasiums, schools and in some public places is
called. The locker is used mainly to store objects.

loco
Crazy : (and crazy) Literally, person who has lost his mind or who has deranged or disturbed mental faculties.



loco de remate
When we say that someone is crazy as hell, it means that someone really is crazy, crazy tie. Usually this phrase
expresses a figuratively, in this case it should be written in quotation marks. Example: Juan Carlos is " 34 top crazy; by
this woman.

loco demente
The expression "crazy insane" is redundant.  The anonymous friend who asks perhaps refers to "crazy punchline",
which is an expression that means : crazy to tie, completely crazy, and used figuratively.

loco entre comillas
When someone says that someone is " 34 crazy; quotes, it doesn't have to mean exactly that that someone is crazy, or
that he suffers from a mental illness much less. Which means crazy figuratively, i.e., for his way of acting it seems crazy.

locuacidad excesiva
Trend that has someone to talk much and too often.

lolis
Lolis: Name own female of unknown origin; It could have derived from Lola or Lorraine.

lolita
Lolita: 1 - diminutive of Lola, feminine proper name.    2. affectionate form of call or refer to Lola.

loly
Loly or Loli: is loving call or refer to Lola.

lombricida
A substance or medicine used to kill worms. 

lomo fino
Referred to as " 34 tenderloin;  piece of beef characterized it as more soft, soft and delicious.

lonchera
Lunchbox: f. in some countries of South America, small substitute of pre-school and primary children used to take lunch
to school.

loom reed
Loom Reed: English expression amounting to cane loom in Spanish.

lopera
Lopera is a surname of Spanish origin, it may have been derived from another surname also Spanish : Loperena .

loperena
1- Loperena is a surname of Spanish origin.   2- The National Loperena College, also called Liceo Loperena, is an



educational institution at the levels of primary and basic secondary (high school), located in the city of Valledupar, in the
department of César in Colombia,

loqueo
Loqueo: m. insanity, craziness, dementia.

loquera
Loquera : ( s .   F.  ) Insanity, lack of judgment.

loquillo
Loquillo, call: Pazzerello. Person sometimes works with little seriousness: don't pay you attention to what says Carlos,
because it is a loquillo!  "

loquísimo
Crazy: ( adj.  ) Superlative of loco. Crazy tie.

lord
Lord: English word which in Spanish translates: Lord, Knight, and that stands for mister ( Mr.  )

lord futurista
Lord futuristic was the name of a clothing factory based in the city of Barranquilla, Colombia. It specialized in the
manufacture of clothing men, and much of its production was exported mainly to the United States. It believes that by
that you placed to the factory the mentioned name in esplangles.

los e u
In popular slang, they use the expression "Los E U" to refer to the United States of America.  Another expression widely
used in this jargon to refer to the United States is: "La Yunái". 

los más buscados
Most wanted poster, is a sign that periodically publishes the national police of Colombia, in it are photographs of twenty
criminals most wanted by the authorities, by the Commission of various crimes. Sometimes even offers reward to people
giving information about the location of these suspects.

los mirones son de palo
It is a saying, utterance, or maximum used during games of chance ( dominated, billiards, cards, checkers, etc.  ) where
besides the competitors, there are always other people watching the game. These people are called " onlookers " and
are forbidden to comment or interfere, if they do, one of the competitors say: "The onlookers are stick ".

los siete macabeos
Name that refers to the seven brothers who suffered martyrdom during the reign of Antíoco Epífanes, by not denying the
Jewish religion.

luca
In Colombia in the language of the corner of the curb, a luca are pesos.



luca
In Colombia in the language of the corner of the curb, a luca are pesos.

lucas
Lucas, is the name of a duck who acted in a televised cartoon series.  Sometimes he was the victim of a rodent's heavy
pranks, which caused him to lose his temper. 

lucha olímpica
Olympic wrestling is a contact sport in which two opponents compete to beat their opponent by employing some
hand-to-hand combat techniques, trying to knock each other down and put it on their backs on a wrestling mat.

luchador de sumo
A sumo wrestler is an athlete who practices sumo wrestling, traditional Japanese wrestling modality.

luchadora
Fighter and fighter: person who fights for life, which tirelessly battle.

luchadora olímpica
An Olympic wrestler is a woman who practices Olympic wrestling.

lucho y lucho
Lucho Díaz and Lucho Suárez, are two footballers who are part of the payroll of the Colombian football team that these
days participates in the qualifiers to the World Cup to be held in Qatar in 2022. 

luciana
Luciana: Name of Latin origin. Is it could have derived from Lucy or by the union of the names Lucy and Anna. It is
intelligent, lively, loving and unpredictable.

luciferasa
Luciferase: f. (Quim.  )  An enzyme that produces the oxidation of the Lucifer or oxiluciferina, with simultaneous
production of light. It is in fireflies and other living creatures that emit light.

luciferina
Lucifer: f. (Quim.  )  Substance of unknown chemical nature, that is found in bacteria, insects, mollusks and luminescent
fish.

lucita
Lucite: f. (Quim )  Synthetic resin thermoplastic, colourless, odourless and tasteless; easy to work and salts and weather
resistant.

lucrarse
Profit is: said of a person, get profit, enrich it, usually of way illegal using maneuvers or actions fraudulent.



ludopatía
Gambling addiction: (f.  ) Unhealthy electronic games or gambling addiction.

lueguito
Lueguito: Diminutive of then.

luengas
Luengas is a surname of Spanish origin.

lugareño
Villager: (adj.  ) Inhabitant of a population or a particular place.

luis x
Luis X (Luis Aquis), is used to mention someone whom it is not possible to identify or who does not want to say his
name.

luisa fernanda de borbón
Infanta Spanish (Madrid 1832-1897 41 Sevilla; Sister of Isabel II. The Queen Mother María de las Mercedes, wife of
Alfonso XII.

luminiscente
Luminescent: adj.   (Physical ) It is said is of the bodies that have the property of emitting light when they receive a
particular stimulus. 2 Jesus said was current in a gas discharge in a tube of neon or fluorescent lamp, which occurs at
pressures of a few millimeters of mercury.

luminol
Luminol: m. chemical substance used to detect traces of blood that are not visible to the naked eye. This substance is
used especially by researchers to establish whether a crime scene was clear to erase traces of blood.

lunch
Lunch: (Word of English.  ) 1 Lunch.  2 Meal or snack that is usually taken standing at parties, meetings, etc.

lunchbox
Lunchbox: Word of English than in Spanish translates lunchbox ( small substitute that young children often snack school
41.

lustrabotas
shoeshine boy.     Person who has the job of polishing or cleaning the shoes of potential clients.  In Colombia, it is
colloquially called "embolador".  In other countries they call it 'bolero' . 

luv
The Chevrolet LUV is a pickup truck designed and manufactured by the automotive company ISUZU and . distributed in
Colombia and other countries by the Chevrolet company. 



lux
Lux, is the name of a company dedicated to the production of soft drinks, with headquarters in Barranquilla, Colombia.  
It was purchased a few years ago by Postobon soda.  The drink known as Lux produced mainly kola.

lux kola
The kola lux was a soda drink produced and packaged in Colombia by the company soda Lux, which several years ago
was acquired by the company Posada Tobón and now called Postobon soda currently produced and packaged the Kola
Postobon, among other soft drinks and juices.

luxemburgués
Luxembourgish (and Luxembourgish) 1- Person born in Luxembourg, country of Europe.    2- Person born in the capital
city of Luxembourg, also called Luxembourg. 

luyir
Luyir or lullir: deteriorate. Wear something for continuous use.

luz divina
Divine or Luzdivina light is a feminine name of Spanish origin. It might mean something like sky light. It is a very
common name in South America.

luzma
Luzma: Abbreviation and form loving call or refer to Luz Marina.

mabe
Mabe is a company that designs and manufactures household appliances and gas households in more than 70
countries.  It is headquartered in Mexico City, Mexico.

macanudo
Macanudo, gives: adj.  In Chile, strong, robust.  2 Nonsensical.

macareno
Macareno , is a surname of unknown origin;  can be found in the Department of Sucre in Colombia. 

macedonianos
Macedonians, nas: (Plural )  Followers of the doctrine of Macedonian, Bishop of Constantinople ( 4th century a.d. ) that
denied the divinity of the Holy Spirit.

machaca
Crush is the name of a hemíptero insect that lives in the tropical rainforests of Mexico, Central America and South
America. It is characterized by attacking some plants such as banana, banana, etc.

machera
In the colloquial language, one machera is a set or group of men ( adolescents or adults ) they are gathered together in
a particular place. It is very common to hear a mother or grandmother, scolding the daughter or granddaughter: "You



love to be where is the machera "   (A group of males ).

machetazo
Machete .    ( masculine noun ) 1- Blow given with a machete .    2- Wound produced with a machete. 

machiquense
Although I'm not sure, I think that " machiquense " is the gentilicio of the people born in the town of Machiques, in
Venezuela. I ask please one of the companions as Felipe Lorenzo De el Río, Margarito Cázares Guerrero, Alfredo
Edgardo Alvarez Ahumada or another partner, or to any reader, so correct me or verify it.

machito
Machito: adj. diminutive of male.

machito
Machito: boy.  A treatment that is sometimes given to the little baby or small child.

machito
Machito: Apelativo which was known musician and Cuban singer Francisco Raúl Gutiérrez Grillo.

machín
Machin is incorrectly written and it should be written as it "machine" to be its meaning:<br>Machine: English word which
in Spanish translates machine.

macho alfa
In nature, the dominant male alpha, also called male is the male animal of the herd occupying the position of leader,
which is respected and obeyed by the rest of the Group and has the privilege of mating first and foremost with the
females entering " zeal " or " heat ".

macho dominante
In nature, specifically in zoology, the alpha male dominant, also called male is the male animal of the herd occupying the
position of leader, which is respected and obeyed by the rest of the Group and has the privilege of being the first to mate
with the females entering " zeal " or " 34 heat;.

machote
Macho: ( 41 masculine noun; In Mexico they called macho to the receipt of payment or appropriation, which is a small
paper delivered in banks, stores and other commercial establishments, which is indicating the value of the transaction
and other data related to the same.

machote
Macho: m. man having well defined the characteristics of male. A man " macho " therefore, does not have strange
behavior, as man " other equipment " as it says in the colloquial language, and his masculinity can not be put in doubt.

machucar
Pinch: v. It is a term which means kiss and caress the groom to the bride in the Colombian coast, in the popular jargon.



Synonym: Entrompar.

macizo central
Mountainous region in the Centre of France, between the Rhone, Campagne, Poitou, Angoumois and Périgord regions
and the Pyrenees.

macondiano
Macondiano, na: relating or belonging to the fictional town of Macondo: history macondian.

macondo
Macondo: m. fictional town that is mentioned in the novel one hundred years of solitude of the Colombian writer Gabriel
García Márquez.

macorina
Macorina, is a rare female name, however it is mentioned in some songs of the genre " 34 sauce; for example in the
song " 34 criticism; Rafael Cortijo and Ismael Rivera, and in that other saying: " Put your hand here, Macorina...  "

macro
Macro is a prefix that means : large .  Examples: Macroeconomics , Macrocephalo .

macron
Emmanuel Macron is the name of the current President of the Republic of France.  His full name is Emmanuel
Jean-Michel Frédéric Macron . 

macroproyecto
A macro project is a project of great dimensions that require a big investment.

macrófago
Macrophage: m. large Phagocyte.

macumba
Macumba: Cult or ritual originating in Africa, than in America is very practiced by Brazilian blacks. It combines elements
of African animism and wizardry, with dances, drumming and singing.

madam
Madam or madama: woman who runs a brothel.

made
Made: English word which translates in Spanish: done.

made
Made: It is affectionate call or refer to Madeleine.



made in colombia
1 is an expression espanglesa which translates to: made in Colombia.   2 is the name of a television series airing these
days through the international channel Discovery Channel.    Colombian topics are covered in this program.

made in prc
made in prc is incorrectly written and should be written as "made in Cyprus" to be its meaning:<br>English expression
which in Spanish translates: made in Cyprus.

made in u s a
U.S.: English expression which in Spanish translates: made in the United States of America.

madrazo
Madrazo: In Colombia, is someone remind the progenitor, or as they say colloquially: mind the mother.  2 José De
Madrazo: Spanish painter ( 1781 - 1859 ). Gregorio Ferro's disciple in Madrid, was a painter of Carlos IV camera. His
paintings include the death of Lucrecia and the death of Viriato.

madre biológica
The biological mother is the woman who conceives and gives birth to a girl or boy, but gives it up for adoption to another
woman who will be the adoptive mother. If the adoption is legally made and meeting all the requirements, the adoptive
mother will also be the legitimate mother. Therefore, that boy or girl will have a biological mother and a legitimate.

madre cabeza de hogar
A head of household mother is the woman who by separate living carries out the parenting and the management of the
home without the company or support from your husband or partner.

madre comunitaria
A community mother, also called surrogate mother is a woman responsible for the care and protection of a particular
group of children in a children's home, in day care or even in your own home.

madre de alquiler
Surrogate mother, also known as the pregnant surrogate, is a woman who, in Exchange for a payment, agrees to lend
his belly to get pregnant through assisted reproduction techniques ( as in the case of artificial insemination, 41, in order
to breed and give birth to a child who will be raised as their own by a couple or a single woman who has not been able
to have children.

madre de dios
The mother of God is Mary, who is also known as the Virgin Mary. Certainly Mary is the mother of God, however it
should not be confused between time and eternity. Mary, obviously, was not mother of the son eternally. She was
mother of God the eternal son wanted to enter in time and to become a man like us. To become a man wanted to have
mother and father eternal ( Dios ) also wanted to have mother: "... to reach the fullness of the times, sent his son, born of
woman " Dios   (Galatians 4-4 ). God became man without ceasing to be God, therefore, and given that Jesus is God,
Mary is the mother of Jesus, God and true man.

madre de dios
Mother of God: 1 - South Island East of Chile, in its name, in the Pacific archipelago, separated from the Mainland by the
Strait of the conception. 2. River of South America. Born in the Department of Madre de Dios (41 Peru; crosses the



Department of Pando (41 Bolivia; and it drains in the Beni, next to Riberalta. Course: 1,400 km. approximately.

madre de leche
A mother's milk is a woman who breastfeeds one or several children without being yours.

madre soltera
Single mother is the woman who has one or more children, which is separated from your husband or partner and thus
touches you carry single parenting of your children and household management.

madre superiora
Mother Superior: religious who serves as superior ( 41 Director; in a Christian Catholic community or convent which has,
at least, fifteen nuns.

madre sustituta
A surrogate mother, also called Community mother is a woman responsible for the care and protection of children in a
children's home or child care.

madridista
Madridista: Fan football Real Madrid of Spain.

madrugón
Early morning 1- In colloquial language, it is the action of getting up early, very early, in the early hours of the morning.  
2- It is called "madrugón" to that activity carried out by a commercial establishment, in which there are discounts and
special promotions for customers who come to make their purchases in the early hours of the morning.

madurada
Madurada: Nicolás Maduro's own action, in Venezuela. 

maduringlish
It has started to be known as "maduringlish" to the English spoken by Nicolas Maduro in Venezuela.  These days,
precisely, heard you to pronounce the following statement incorrectly in English: "Donald Trump, Hands off Venezuela's
inmediati".

maduro asado
Ripe banana roast grilled, very delicious by the way it is, and that is prepared in some regions of Colombia.

maelo
Maelo: Form loving call or refer to Ismael.

maelo ruiz
Ismael Ruiz Hernandez, better known as Maelo Ruiz, is a singer of " 34 sauce; born in New York ( U.S.A.  ) In all of his
songs released the following sentence: " again Maelo Ruiz ".



mafe
Mafe: Abbreviation used to affectionately call Fernanda María, own name female.

magangueleño
Magangueleño (and magangueleña ) Persona born in the municipality of Magangué, in the department of Bolivar in
Colombia.

magda
Magda: Name feminine of Hebrew origin.According to the Bible, sister of Lazarus.

magdala
Magdala: Ancient city of Palestine, Galilee, close to the Lake Tiberias. She was born María de Magdala. The current
name of this city is Migdal.

magdalena
Magdalena: River of Colombia. It is born in the Cordillera Central, running North and flows into the Caribbean Sea by
Barranquilla. Course: 1700 Kms, aprox. It was discovered in 1502 by Rodrigo De Bastidas.  2. Department of Colombia,
in the northern region, capital Santa Marta. Rugged by the mountain ranges of Perijá and Nevada de Santa Marta. It is
bathed by the rio Magdalena. Main economic activities: fishing, cereals, tobacco, bananas, cotton, cocoa, beef, coal,
copper, gold, silver, oil.

magíster
1-master: (Their.  ) Graduate academic degree. Synonyms: Master's degree, doctorate. 2-magister: ( adj.  ) Master,
Bachelor's degree.

magnalio
Magnalio: m.   (Quim.  ) Aluminum and magnesium alloy used in the manufacture of precision instruments.

magreo
The magreo, colloquially known as "  " " " flannel faje " or " brush " is a type of sexual relationship mainly consisting of
intimate caresses, caresses oral, without any penetration, including vaginal or anal.

mahatense
Mahatense , is the demonym of people born in the municipality of Mahates (Bolivar) in Colombia. 

mahometanos
Mohammedans: (Plural ) Followers of Muhammad or the Muslim doctrine.

maihuanita
Marihuanita, is diminutive of marijuana, widely used by burritos to refer to this herb.

maik
Maik, is the Spanish form for the English proper name Mike.  In Spanish, to anyone named Miguel, it is customary to tell
him Migue, Mike or Maik that is the way to pronounce Mike.



maikol
Mike, or also as Maicol, is a masculine name that Michael originated by the pronunciation of the male name of English
origin.  Thus the things, Mike is the Spanish form of Michael.

maikol
Mike, or also as Maicol, is a masculine name that Michael originated by the pronunciation of the male name of English
origin.  Thus the things, Mike is the Spanish form of Michael.

maine
Maine: River of France, formed by the confluence of the Sarthe and the Mayenne. It passes by Angers and empties into
the Loire. Course: 15 km. approximately.

majo
Nice, is the affectionate call or refer to María Jose.

makro
Makro is a chain of superstores operating in many countries in Europe, North America and South America.   Makro's
name obviously originates from the Spanish language prefix "macro" which means large.

mal de ojo
According to the belief of some grandmothers, "Evil eye " It was a condition that could have a young baby, from be
carefully observed by a person who supposedly had the eye or look " strong " and therefore, according to the belief the
baby sick prolonged fever and diarrhea. This disease does not exist for medicine and science.

mal educado
Evil educated or rude: adj. rude, disrespectful, spoiled: "That child is meleducado ".

mal habido
It is said of everything that someone has obtained illegally or immorally. 

mal hablado
A foul-mouthed person is one who is impolite or rude when speaking or who uses obscene or thick words. 

mal parado
Meet bad standing: stay or leave someone spoilt or damaged a matter.

mal pelo
bad hair is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Malpelo" being its meaning:<br>Malpelo is an island of
Colombia, located in the Ocean Pacific, to some 500 kilometres from the port of Buenaventura.

mal perdedor
A bad loser (ra) is a person who cannot disguise his rage when he loses, and who is also unable to applaud or
acknowledge the triumph of his competitor or opponent. 



mala cabeza
A person of bad head is a person who acts without trial and messy and crazy way.

mala copa
In Mexico, a bad person Cup is a person that when he gets drunk becomes aggressive or annoying.

mala palabra
Obscene Word, vulgarity and rudeness.

malagana
San Marcos de Malagana , better known as "Malagana" is a town located in the bolivar department of Colombia.  It is a
municipality in the municipality of Mahates, and borders the towns of Sincerín and San Basilio de Palenque. 

malagueño
Malaga and Malaga: person born in the municipality of Málaga in the Department of Norte de Santander in Colombia.

malagueño
Malaga and Malaga: person born in Malaga, Spain.

malamañoso
Malay : ( and malay) Person who takes advantage of the carelessness or distraction of others to steal or appropriate one
of his belongings or to steal some money from him.

malambero
Malambero (and malambera): person born in the municipality of Malambo, in the Department of Atlántico in Colombia.

malamente
Badly.    ( adv .  ) 1- Bad, bad way.    2- "MALAMENTE", is the name of a song performed by the Catalan singer Rosalia.

malaparte
Curzio Malaparte: Italian writer ( Prato, Tuscany, 1898 – Rome 1957 ). His real name was Kurt Suckert. Advanced ideas, her novels are very interesting for the thematic depth and strong, direct and sharp style. Their best productions include: Kaputt, skin, cursed Tuscans and technique of the coup of State.

malasio
Malaysian, sia: adj.  Malaysia's or relative to this Southeast Asian country. Synonym: Malay.

maldecir
In the religious field, specifically in the Catholic religion, some priests have been attributed a power or powers to curse a
parishioner who has blasphemed.

maldispuesto
Maldispuesto and maldispuesta: ( adjs.  ) A person who lacks courage and wanted to do something.



maldita sea
The expression damn it! it is used in some regions of Colombia, denoting anger. 

maldito
Damn ( ta ) .     1- That he has been cursed .    2- Person condemned or punished by divine justice.   3- Person who has
received a curse.   4- Perverse, scoundrel, evil. 

maleador
Rogue: adj.   ( in disuse ) Thug, thief, robber.

maleador
Rogue: adj.   ( in disuse ) Thug, thief, robber.

maletear
Maletear: ( vb.  ) Fix and load the bags.

maletero
Trunk and trunk: person responsible for transporting luggage and baggage in bus stations, airports, hotels, etc.

malgastar
1- Spending money or time on bad, poor quality or useless things. 

malicha
Malicha is name of a girl who appeared in some chapters of the eight Guy. I attended the school where he taught
classes the Professor Jirafales.

malicha
Malicha is name of a girl who appeared in some chapters of the eight Guy. I attended the school where he taught
classes the Professor Jirafales.

malignidad
Malignancy: Quality or property of what is evil or harmful.

malito
Malito: Diminutive of bad.  It is sometimes used as a synonym for ill or sick.

malí
Mali: Mali Republic or its inhabitants.

mall
Mall: English word to name the 40 commercial center;DC  ).



malleco
Malleco: Province of Chile in the Andes mountain range of andes, border with Argentina. Cap., Angol. Agriculture, cattle
or sheep. Forest wealth.

malograr
Spoil: vb. In some regions of the Colombian Caribbean coast, it means hurt, cause a bruise someone or cause injury.

maloso
Evil and malosa: ( adj.  ) Evil, evil, evil.

malpensado
Malpensa, gives: adj.  He is distrustful, sees or assumes malicious intent in what they do or say others.

malteada
Milkshake: f. milk blending with vanilla or Strawberry ice cream.

maltín
Maltin: m. peach-flavored malt beverage.

maltín polar
It is a malt, non-alcoholic beverage, made in Venezuela by Cerveceria Polar.

malucho
Malucho ( cha ): Malo. That does not present a good operations in any activity: " That player is malucho ".

maluquera
Maluquera: f. 1 - ugliness of a person.  2 discomfort in the body or dizziness caused by disease.

malú
Malú : Abbreviation that is used to affectionately call or refer to Maria Lucia . 

malvenido
Malvened ( da ) .   That annoys, bothers or annoys your arrival.  I heard this word from the singer Diomedes Díaz in an
interview, evidently he used it badly: "The death of a friend of mine is an evil death, and it affects me a lot.  .  . "
Diomedes said at the time. 

malvivir
Living badly, in poor economic conditions

mamabuela
Mamabuela: f. MOM grandmother, i.e., grandmother.



mamadera de gallo
In the colloquial language, a " bottle of gallo " It is a joke, i.e. a string of jokes ( in the technical or specialized language ).

mamador de gallo
In the colloquial language, a person "sucker Gallo" is that Joker, mamagallismo, that everyone makes jokes.

mamagallista
A person mamagallismo is someone that everyone makes jokes. This word just like the expression " 34 cock sucker;
they belong to the popular jargon.

mamagallista
A person mamagallismo is someone that everyone makes jokes. This word just like the expression " 34 cock sucker;
pertecen to the popular slang.

mamaguevo
mamaguevo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "mamaguevo" as meaning:<br>In the colloquial language, a
mamaguevo or mamahuevo is the homosexual man, transvestite, gay. You can be member or not of the LGBT
community, and obviously belongs to the gay community.

mamando
It is the gerund of the verb maman.  In colloquial language, when it is said that someone "was sucking" means that it
was left with the curly facts, which was "seeing a spark"; is to be a person waiting for something to happen that will
never happen.

mamar gallo
1.-Colloquial expression. Teasing someone without the intention of making him angry.<br>2. Colloquial expression.
Teasing someone without the intention of making him angry.

mamarse
Suck it: (v.  pron.  ) 1 - in the colloquial language, bored or tired someone of something.   2 get drunk.

mamá gallina
In colloquial language, a "hen mom" is that mom who loves a lot and overpoteges her children.

mamás
Moms, plural of mom.  Mom is the affective way to refer or call the mother. 

mamellazo
In the colloquial language, a mamellazo is a gölge given with the fist or a blunt object. In Venezuela it is pain in the ass.

mameluco
Mameluco : 1- ( male noun ) Special garment for children or babies, covering the trunk, arms, legs and up to the feet.     
2- ( adjective ) Necio , silly .



mamera
Mamera: f. 1 - fatigue, annoyance, discomfort. 2 laziness.

mamera
Mamera: f. 1 - fatigue, annoyance, discomfort. 2 laziness.

mamerta
Mamerta: (adj.  ) In colloquial language, boba, silly, scatterbrain.

mami
MOM: mother, MOM.

mamila en colombia
Nipple: f, utensil that serves to give milk or food to young children. In Colombia it is more common to use synonyms,
which are: bottle and bottle.

mamita
A Mommy is a beautiful, stunning woman.

mamitis
Mastitis: Excessive attachment of a child to his mother.

mamografía
A mammogram is an x-ray of the breast, which is made in order to detect abnormal growths that may suggest the
presence of a breast, or cancer of any cystic lesion in this area.

mamonazo
Mamonazo: m. sharp blow given with fists, with a stick, with a stone or any other object.

mamonazo
Mamonazo: ( 2 )  Hit with a Mammon.

mamoplastia
Breast: (s.  (f).  ) Of increase, reduction, lift or breast reconstruction surgery.

mamón
Mamon: Is an adjective that is used in the colloquial language in Colombia to refer to a womanizing man: " David is
sucker, has in addition to the wife, a beloved and a lover "

manager
Manager: ( 41 manager; English word. 1 Manager or legal representative of an enterprise.  2 Representative or agent of
an artist. 3 Trainer or coach of a sportsman.



mancar
Mancar: To be armed. Carry a firearm hidden among clothes: "Eduardo bought a revolver and now always walk
mancado "   (Colloquial in the coast of Colombia ).

mancito
1- In colloquial language, a little man is a little man or a man of short stature.    2- It is a word composed of the English
term "man" which in Spanish translates "man", and by Spanish suffix "cito", indicating that the literal translation would be
mancito.

mancomunadamente
Together: ( Advisor.  ) Jointly. Refers to what is done when two or more people agree.

mandar a freir esparragos
It is a colloquial expression that means more or less to send to hell, send someone to hell.

mandar a porra
send to Club is incorrectly written and it should be written as "send to hell" being its meaning:<br>In Colombia, it means
take someone from one place, send to hell. In Venezuela is equivalent to send pa '' l cone.

mandar pa&#39;l coño
This expression is used in Venezuela, specifically in the State of Zulia, means: take someone from the place in which it
is located.  In Colombia it is equivalent to send to hell, send to fry asparagus.

manducazo
A manducazo is a blow given with a manduco.

manecilla de un barometro
The hand is the needle pointing to numbers or divisions of the barometer.

manecillas
Hands: Plural of hand. A handle is a needle or arrow pointing a measure or position in some instruments, for example, in
a clock.

manganesa
Manganesa: ( s.f.  )  Little harder than plaster and mineral widely used in the industry to obtain the oxygen, manufacture
of steel and glass, etc.

manguerazo
Hose.     ( s .   M.  ) Hit or whip given with a hose. 

manicure
Manicure: Beautification and care of hands and nails them. Manicure comes from the Latin words peanut ( hand ) and
cure ( care 41. Synonym: manicure.



manigua cubana
Manigua: ( f.  )  Land swampy and covered with weeds. In the song, " I am the point Cuban " Celina González says: " I
am Cuban point living in the jungle...  "   ( It obviously refers to the Cuban jungle ).

manigueta
Sleeve : ( female noun ) Handle, handle or fist of some instruments or utensils. 

manilla
Handle: m. person who contacts to pretty women in some cities in South America to take them to countries like China,
Japan, Korea and others into prostitution: "Teresa and Carlina travelled to Hong Kong with a handle ". Synonym: pimp.

manimal
Manimal, was the name of an American television series.  Dr .  Jonathan Chase, played by Simon MacCorkindale, was
Manimal, a human who had the ability to transform into any animal, hence the name "Manimal" originated. 

manimoto
Manimoto, is the name of a peanut-flavored treat. 

maniobra de heimlich
Heimlich maneuver, also called abdominal compression is a technique or emergency procedure to prevent the stifling of
a person when blocked airways by the presence of a piece of food or other object.

manipuladora de alimentos
A manipulative of food is that woman that by its activity labour has contact direct with them food, already is because
intervenes in its preparation, manufacture, transformation, packaging or storage, or because directs or participates
actively in its transport, distribution, sale and supply.

manita
Often you're told to the pig trotters of a little baby or a bebecita.

manito
In Mexico, the word " manito " they use it as a synonym for buddy, friend, brother, little brother.

manizalita
Manizalita is the adjective for people born in the city of Manizales, in the Department of Caldas in Colombia.

manotazo
Manotazo ( masculine noun ) .    1- Blow given with the hand.     2- In football, game action in which the goalkeeper
rejects the ball with his hand. 

mantazo
Mantazo : ( s .   m .  ) 1- Blow given with a blanket.    2- Crutch pass executed by the bullfighter with a blanket. 



mantecado
Butter : 1- Ice cream made with milk, sugar, whipped yolks and other ingredients.   2- Typical Spanish pastry sweet,
made with lard, flour, sugar and flavoring essences.

mantelazo
Mantelazo: Beat given with a tablecloth.

mantener a metro
It is to keep someone away, a bit remote for some particular reason, for example, because that someone walks in " bad
steps ".

mantero
Mantero, ra: Torero. It is the person who incites the bull with a blanket, especially in the corralejas on the coast, in
Colombia.

mantero
Mantero and way: person who manufactures and sells blankets.

manzanares
Manzanares is the name of a neighbourhood in the city of Santa Marta, Colombia.

manzanero
1- Apple tree (and also apple tree), is the name of the tree that produces the apple.  2- It is a surname of Spanish origin. 

manzano
Apple: 1 - fruit tree's rough trunk, thick branches, oval and pointed leaves and white or pink flowers of pleasant
fragrance.  Its fruit is Apple.   2. surname of Spanish origin.    3. name of a banana's small size, which is cultivated in the
banana zone in the Department of Magdalena in Colombia.

mañanear
Get up early, get up early. 

mañanero
Mañanero , ra .     ( adj .  ) 1- Early riser .      2- Belonging or related to the morning.    3- What happens or takes place at
the end of the morning and beginning of the morning.  Example: morning dust. 

mañanita
Mañanita, is the diminutive of tomorrow, period of time in which it begins to dawn. 

mañungar
The word "mañungar" is used in some regions of Colombia as a synonym for apachurrar , machucar , bruilla. 

mao



Mao is the affectionate call or refer to Mauritius.

mapalé
The mapalé is a dance and musical rhythm of the Colombia's Caribbean region.

mapeyé
The mapeye is a genre music typical of Puerto Rico.

maquinaria amarilla
It is as yellow machinery to the group of machines used in activities related to the construction and arrangement of
tracks and roads.  The excavator, the backhoe and the so-called "catapila" are part of the yellow machine. 

maquinero
Maquinero: m. In Colombia, businessman who manufactures and sells popular game machines called machines " 34
slot;  or " 34 slot;.  2. Mechanical dedicated to repair these machines.  3. Mechanical dedicated to repair any type of
machine and machinery.

marabo
Marabo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Maracaibo" being its meaning:<br>Maracaibo: City of Venezuela,
capital of Zulia State. It has an approximate population of 1,900,000 inhabitants. Gentilicios: Maracucho and
Maracaibero.

maracanazo
Maracanazo: ( in Portuguese maracanaço ) It is the name that is known to the defeat suffered by the national team of
Brazil against the national team of Uruguay in the final of the 1950 World Cup. He is called so because he played the
game, precisely, in the stadium Maracana of Rio de Janeiro, in Brazil, and against all odds, the selection of Brazil, with
full Stadium fell defeated 2-1.

maracazo
Maracazo: m. beat given with a maraca.

maracucho
Maracucho, cha: born in the city of Maracaibo, Zulia State, Venezuela.

maradona
Diego Armando Maradona, Argentine former player who served as flywheel offensive and that playing with the number
10. He became famous for scoring a goal and a goal with his hand on the World Cup at Mexico 86, in the party that the
selection of Argentina played against the selection of England; and to you have kissed on the mouth to several men,
including fellow Argentine Claudio Caniggia, during the celebration of a goal scored by the latter.

maranguango
Maranguango: (M.  ) 1-concoction, bebedizo, potion.    2-Maranguango water: drink endowed with certain magical
powers because it has been elaborated with various medicinal or curative herbs.



maraña
In the Colombian coast, it is usual that when in a House breaks a tube or drain becomes clogged, call a plumber to have
repaired it. This work is called tangle. Then, tangle: Repair or settlement of a quick and simple which makes a bricklayer,
plumber, painter, electrician, Carpenter, etc., by means of a verbal engagement and in return for payment.

marañero
A " maranero " It is a worker who is dedicated to making small modifications or repairs. He specializes in painting,
masonry, plumbing, carpentry, sewerage, etc.

maraquero
Maraquero and maraquera: person who plays the maracas. In the ensembles of " 34 sauce; maracas are usually played
by the singer, who in the live shows, performed two activities at the same time.

maraquero de harvard
This is how the singer-songwriter of "salsa" music Rubén Blades was known at one time.  That name was given to him
because in addition to singing and playing the maracas, he is a graduate of Harvard Law School. 

maratonear
Marathoning.     ( v .  ) Participate in a marathon. 

maravillarse
Marvel: Marvel, Marvel.

marca de agua
The watermark is a security mark used on banknotes.  It consists of an image printed on the paper during its
manufacture and which is visible on both sides of the banknote when looking at it in backlight. 

marca registrada
Brand name of a product that is registered and recognized by law and that can only use the manufacturer who has
registered it.

marcador central
In football, the central marker, also called central defender or central defender is the player who in the defensive line is
located in the Center, and has the main function of preventing attackers from the Japanese team get closer to the goal
and write down goals.  On each computer, Central markers are two and are placed between markers of tip (right and
left).

marcador de punta
In soccer, tip markers are the two defenses that are placed, one on the right side and the other on the far left, and
whose main function is to mark or intercept the attackers of the opposing team to prevent these from entering the area
and write down goals.

marcarse un triple
In baseball, hitting a player, hit or home run ( home run ) three times in the same game.



marcarse un triple
In football, a player scoring three goals in a same party.

marcarse un triple
In sexual matters, mark is a triple is like when ancanza woman three orgasms during sexual encounter, or a same
session can be Orgasms in chain or sequential.

marcharse
Leave a place.

marchista
A macho man is an athlete who participates in a competition known as race walking.

marchista
A Walker is an athlete who participates in a competition known as race walking.

marciano
1- A Martian is an alien who inhabits the planet Mars.   2- Belonging or related to the planet Mars.   3- Marciano is a
masculine given name of Spanish origin. 

marco
Marco, is a male proper name; it is believed that gave rise to another male proper name : Mark.

marco aurelio
Marcus Aurelius, is a very common male name in South America. He could have given rise to another male proper
name: Marcos.

marconi
Marconi, is short for marconigrama.  A marconigrama was a message that was sent by telegraph.  In Colombia, this
messaging service was provided by the company Telecom, where it was common to find long lines of people waiting
turn to do so.  With the implementation of the Internet and cellular phones, this word has been virtually disused, the
same as this messaging system.

marcos
Marcos, is a male name; It is could have derived from the male name frame.

mardito
Mardito, is the way to pronounce the cursed word, typical of the inhabitants of some States of Venezuela. 

marejada
Swell: f. elevation and flood of water from the sea or a Lake on the coast, as a result of the winds of a storm, and
secondarily of the descent of surface pressure close to the center of the storm. Synonym: waves.



marga
Marga: Affectionate treatment for female name Margaret.

margaret
Margaret, is a female proper name of Latin origin and derived from another female proper name : Margarita . 

mariachi
Mariachi : 1- Musical genre typical of Mexico .   2- Musical grouping that performs this genre of music.   3- Person who
integrates this musical group.

mariano
Marian : ( and Marian ) 1- Concerning the Virgin Mary and her worship.   2- ( Mariano ) Male proper name .  3- ( Mariana
) Female proper name .

maricada
Stupid, silly, bullshit.

maricadita
Maricadita: 1 - diminutive of maricada.   2. minimum thing; something small or of little value.

maricao
Maricao is a municipality of Puerto Rico. It borders with Mayagüez, Las Marias, Lares, Germán, among other locations.
Population: 8000 inhabitants approximately.

marico
In Venezuela, in popular jargon, the word "marico" is widely used as a synonym for "marica".  That is, effeminate man,
gay. 

maridito
Diminutive husband.

marimacha
Virago: f. woman for his way of acting is considered a little similar to a male or female.

marimacho
1 - a tomboy is a lesbian. 2. woman who for his way of acting is considered a little similar to a male or female.

marimbero
Marimbero (ra) .    Person who plays the marimba in a musical group. 

marimon
Marimon , is a surname of Spanish origin. 



marimonda
The " 34 Ateles; It is a characteristic of the Carnival of Barranquilla, Colombia, costume and one of the most
representative of the party.

marimondina
A marimondina is a faint, a fit or a crisis caused by a State of stress or a concern that disturbs the tranquility. In the
song, " 34 complain; the Binomio de Oro, the singer says: " Ombe is very strong this flushing, this is very marimondina,
ay not make me na '' medicines I am is returning me crazy ".

marinovio
In the colloquial language, " 34 marinovio; It is the groom that the bride has already had sex without marriage or be living
still.

mariquera
A mariquera is a small hand bag for men.

marisabel
Marisabel, shortening or abbreviation of Maria Isabel, feminine given name. 

marisol
Marisol: Name own female that can derive from the union or combination of Mary or Mary, and Sun or loneliness. It is
emotional, expressive and talented.

maritza
Maritza: 1 - name female, derived from Marisa ( 41 sea star; It is demanding, sensitive and affectionate.  2 River of the
Balkan peninsula. Born in 40 Eastern Rumelia;Bulgaria ) on the northern slopes of the Rodape. Form border between
Greece and Turkey. It flows into the Aegean Sea. Course: 483 Km. It is the old Hebró.

maría eugenia
1- María Eugenia, is a feminine given name of Spanish origin.   2- It is the name of a proposed neighborhood located in
the southern area of the city of Santa Marta, Colombia. 

maría pacheco
María Pacheco: Spanish Lady, wife of Juan de Padilla ( end of the fifteenth century ). After the death of her husband, he
continued the resistance of local communities in Toledo, until the surrender of the city. He took refuge in Portugal.

market
Market: English word which in Spanish translates: market.

marketing
Marketing is an English word which in Spanish translates: marketing, marketing. This word has been adapted to the
Spanish as marketing.

marketing



Marketing: m. English word. It is the activity and art explore, create and deliver value to meet the needs of a target
market, and for a common benefit. Synonym: marketing.

marle
Marle: Form loving call or refer to Marlene, female name.

marlene dietrich
German film actress (1902 41 Kuestin;.  Sternberg exalted her to make her star of Morocco, fatality and the blue angel
1930; 40 ). His most representative works are: witness of charge ( 41 1957; and victors or overdue ( 41 1961;.

marquesa
Marquise: 1 - feminine proper name that many people write with S but that would be escribrir with Z, that Marcos could
have derived from the male name or surname Marquez, and which is believed to be of Spanish origin. It is smart,
original, is delivered completely, encourages everyone with their presence and is good besadora. 2-marquesa: ( adj.  )
Woman or widow of a Marquis or that enjoys itself of this title.

marquilla
Mark small, signal, distinctive.

marquitos
Marcus: It is affectionate call or refer to Marco and Marcos, male names.

marrana
Marrana : 1- Female marrano .    2- In colloquial language, considerable amount of money. 

marranada
Marranada ( s .   f .  ) 1- Dirty action typical of a suckling person.    2- Action of a rogue. 

marranear
Marranear ( v .   Tr.  ) 1- Deceive, deceive.   2- Dirty, empuercar. 

marranito
Marranito: Little pig, little pig, peeped.

martes 13
Tuesday 13: For some superstitious people, Tuesday 13 is a day of bad luck or bad omen, indeed there is a maxim:
"Tuesday, you cases shipments you or go for another 34 part;.

martes trece
The Tuesday 13 is, for some people superstitious a day of bad luck or of wrong agüero. On this day, according to
popular belief, it must be below a staircase, either you must exit travel Tuesday 13; is of ill omen find is with a Jack
Black, among many other superstitions.



martillada
Hammered: (s.  (f).  ) Hit that occurs with the hammer, especially when given to nail something.

martín lutero
Theologian and Catholic Augustinian Friar who promoted the religious reformation in Germany, which gave rise to the
Protestant churches. It considered that the ostentation and luxury of the Church and the papacy were against the
Gospel message.

maru
Maru: It is affectionate call or refer to Maruja.

marucha
It is a feminine given name of unknown origin. 

masacotudo
Masacotudo: (adj.  ) That you have a mess.

masmelo
The masmelo, also known as cloud or sponge, is a candy or sweet spongy consistency, in whose preparation used
ingredients such as sugar, corn syrup, whipped egg whites, gelatin previously softened with water, among others.

masoquismo
1. Psychosexual disorder in which sexual arousal is achieved through humiliation or physical pain, inflicted or suffered
by a member of the couple, or for both. 2. Performance of person who enjoys being abused or humiliated.

mass
Mass , is a surname of Spanish origin, according to some, or of German origin, according to others. 

massalia
Massalia: Name the Greeks gave to Marseille.

mataburros
A mataburros is an accessory of metal that is placed on the bumper of vehicles, especially trucks and jeeps, which
serves to protect them from the blows.  The name arises precisely because in a crash with a donkey, this four-legged
out badly RID, while the automotive would suffer only minor damage.

matadero
In Colombia, in the colloquial language is known as " slaughterhouse 34, " 34 feeder; or " metedero " at the motel, which
is that where are the pairs of lovers or lovers to spend an intimate moment.

matapiojo verde
It could be a natural shampoo to eliminate lice, prepared from plants and herbs. In such a case in the correct name
should be Matapiojos green.



matasiete
The matasiete was a powerful rat poison, is now discontinued.

matasuegras
Propose: m. Tronador or shot without Wick that exploits and make a big noise to crash hard against a wall, boundary
wall, wall, etc.

mate
Mate : 1- In the game of chess, play that consists of threatening the king so that he cannot defend himself and that ends
the game.    2- English word which in Spanish is translated : companion , comrade .

mateo 16-15
In Matthew 16:15-17 we find the following biblical account: "And you, who do you say I am?" asked them.  To which
Simon Peter replied, "You are the Christ, the son of the living God." Then Jesus said to him, "Blessed are you, Simon,
son of Jonah, for this was not revealed to you by flesh and blood, but by my father who is in heaven. 

materia inanimada
Inanimate matter, inanimate substance, inanimate object, it is everything that you can see or touch, but has no life: A
stone, a brick, a shoe, a bottle, a tire, a pile of sand, a pile of mud, etc.

maternidad subrogada
Surrogate motherhood, also known as belly rental is a practice in which a woman conceived and gestated a child by
artificial insemination, in order to give it to another woman after the birth, so this last woman must make a payment
previously agreed with the pregnant mother.

mateus
Mateus , is a male proper name of Hebrew origin.  It comes from Matthew

matita
Matita is the diminutive of mata; a mata, in turn, is a low-lying plant.

matías
Matías Almeyda is an Argentine ex-footballer, who acted for several seasons on the River Plate team. She is currently
coaching.

matoneo
I bullying: m. In schools and colleges, some students aggression directed at other smaller or weaker students.
Aggression can be physical or verbal. In the English language is " 34 bully;   ( quarrelsome ) or " bullying "   (
quarrelsome, he intimidates, living intimidating ).

matonsísimo
Matonsísimo Kid is the alias by which an Old West bandit was known, in the television series El Chapulín Colorado.  He
was portrayed by Carlos Villagrán. 



matos
Matos is a surname of unknown origin.

matracazo
Matracazo : ( male noun ) 1- Hit given with a matraca .    2- Hit with your hand, fist or blunt object. 

matrona
Matron.     ( s .   f .  ) 1- Mother of a distinguished and respectable family.  2- Woman who assists another woman during
childbirth.  In the latter case it has two synonyms: midwife and midwife. 

matute
Synonym of matute: smuggling.

maurice
Maurice , is a masculine given name of English origin.  In Spanish it is equivalent to Mauritius. 

mauro
Mauro : 1- Affectionate way to call or refer to Mauritius .    2- Male proper name . 

max
Max: It is affectionate call or refer to Maximilian.

maxi
Maxi, is a prefix that means : very large, very long.

maxifalda
Maxifalda: ( s. f.  ) Long and wide skirt that reaches to the ankles.

maximato
The Maximato was the historical and political period of Mexico from 1928 to 1934, which was characterized by the large
influence of Plutarco Elías Calles in the politics of that country. The name of this period originates from the nickname of
"Head maximum of 34 revolution; that was known Plutarco Calles.

maxiteca
A maxiteca is a musical event that develops in a roomy space or large, and which is entertained by players equipment of
medium or large size pick ups as music.

mayday
The word " 34 mayday; used as order for relief or assistance, or call for emergency, especially in the field of aviation. For
example, when a pilot detects a problem or when there is a failure in the plane. Term comes from the French word m ''
m'aider which literally means: help me, help.

maye



Maye : 1- Affectionate way of calling or referring to Mary .    2- Affectionate way of calling or referring to Mayerly .

mayleth
Mayleth, or best Maileth, is a female name of unknown origin. The majority of women with that name are intelligent,
original and self-sacrificing.

mayonesa
Mayonnaise, also known as mayonnaise sauce is a sauce made with oil, egg, vinegar, salt and lemon; accompanying
cold or hot dishes, salads, vegetables, etc.

mayora
The word "mayora" became fashionable these days when it was pronounced by the vice president of Colombia Francia
Márquez, and in this regard a controversy was unleashed about whether or not it exists in the Spanish language. 
Francia Márquez defines this word as: "adult woman, woman of legal age". 

mayoria de edad
Age of majority: condition of a person of reason and act responsibly. In Colombia, a person reaches the age of majority
when he turns eighteen; Since then assumes it has full capacity to act responsibly, to mediate any type of disability.

mayorista
1- Wholesaler: Person who buys and sells wholesale.    2- Market or wholesale trade, is that trade or market that sells
wholesale.  Antonym : Retailer . 

mayoría de edad
Age : Condition of a person to reason and act responsibly.  In Colombia, a person reaches the age of majority when he
or she is eighteen; since then it is assumed that he has full capacity to decide and act responsibly, unless there is some
kind of intellectual or mental disability.

mayusculo
mayusculo is incorrectly written, and should be written as egregious is its meaning:<br>Huge, big, monumental.

mazamorra
Grits is a food prepared mainly with biche or dry corn, rice or other grains.

máquina de escribir
A typewriter is a mechanical or electronic device, equipped with a set of keys that when pressed print characters on a
letter-sized or trade sheet of paper.   With the evolution of technology and the emergence and rise of the Internet,
computing and digital media, the typewriter has become deprecated.

máquina electrónica
An ATM, also called an electronic ATM, and better known in Venezuela as electronic machine or simply "machine", is a
medium-sized electronic device, which by means of a plastic card and a key or code allows customers to perform some
financial operations such as withdrawals, consignments, payments, etc. 



márgara
Margara or Margara: affectionate treatment that gives the girls name Margarita. Another variant used to call Margarita is
Marl.

mármol
Marble, is the surname of Paul, the inseparable friend of Peter Flintstone, in the popular television cartoon series called
THE FLINTSTONES.  Pablo Mármol is Betty's romantic partner. 

más por menos
More For Less ( x ) , is the name with which some shops are known, especially, shops, barns and small businesses. 
So, it is common to find in a popular neighborhood a shop with that name.

máster
Master: ( m.  ) Specialization course in a particular academic career.

mbarga
MBarga (pronounced Embarga), is a surname of African origin.  In Colombia this surname was known thanks to the
performance of Cameroonian footballer Joseph MBarga who served as a striker and played in the Atlético Junior de
Barranquilla team. 

me agacho
Colloquial expression. In some cities is a section in a popular market square, also called " Crouch and take " where
merchandise, low prices, which may be footwear, jeans, hats, ect, is displayed on the floor by what the potential buyer
must crouch to take the article.

me gusta
On Facebook, click on " I like " It is very common, it means that the person who clicked on this phrase, like anything
found in this social network; It may be a video, a photo, a comment, an object or anything else.

me gusta en inglés
I like, it is an expression in Spanish, which in English translates to: " I like it 34. However, Facebook this expression is
erroneously translated as " like ".

me la tienes entre candilejas
This colloquial expression can mean: you have it in red, you have dedicated it to me, you have me dices. It's like when it
says " I have bitter life ".

me mataste!
Killed me!: ( 41 colloquial expression;  Incredible me, me descrestaste, you left me speechless!

mea culpa
Mea Culpa: Voice over Latin which means 'By my fault '. It is believed that the origin of this expression is a part of the
prayer of the Catholic mass, the I SINNER, saying: ' for my fault, my fault, my great fault '. The translation of this term in
English is: my fault.



meca
Mecca: They are the initials of Motombas and teams from the Atlantic coast, a distributor of machinery and equipment
for agriculture, based in Barranquilla, Colombia.

mecedonio
Macedonian (and Macedonian) .   Person born in Macedonia, country of Europe. 

mecenas
A patron is important and powerful men of letters or arts sponsoring.

mecenas
Backer: Wealthy Roman citizen (Aretio 69-8 before Christ ). During the reign of Augustus was a great protector of the
arts and letters in Rome. Under their protection were Horace, Virgil, and Propertius.

meche
Meche is the way loving to refer or call at Mercedes.

mechón
Lock : ( s .   M.  ) 1- Increased wick .     2- Utensil for lighting, homemade, previously used in the field or in populations
that lacked electricity, consisted of a container the size of a small jug, usually metal, containing the fuel, with a wick in
the p Top erte.   3- Portion of hairs, strands or threads.

mechudo
MOP: ( adj.  ) Hairy, hairy.

medalit
Medalit or Medalith is a rare feminine proper name, which is believed to be of Peruvian origin. He is kind, tender,
submissive and self-sacrificing.

medallería
Medalry (s .  female ) .    Set of medals arranged to be awarded to the winners in the different sports competitions that
are held in the Olympic Games.  

medallista de oro
Athlete has getting a gold medal in a competition.

medallista olímpico
A participant who wins a medal in any of the competitions of the Olympic Games.

medallo
Medallo , name given in the popular jargon to Medellin, Colombia. 

medallo city



In Colombia, this Spanish expression in popular jargon means : City of Medellin . 

media inglesa
In football, it is known as English media to that streak in which a team wins matches when it acts of local and ties from
visitors. This formula is definitely the key to success.

media mitad
Half half, is something like half a person, your ideal partner.


